Posting a Message or Starting a New Thread

Start a new thread by clicking on “Participate,” then “Post a Message or Ask a Question.”

- Select the community you’d like to make a post to from the drop down.
- Compose your message.
- Click Send.
Replies to an Existing Thread

From the Community Discussion tab, click on the thread you would like to respond to.

You’ll see a list of all communications attached to the original post, and the most recent communication will be highlighted in yellow. Click on the specific post you’d like to respond to.

You’ll be brought to the post you clicked on. From there, just click on “Reply to Discussion.”

Topic: MAs & flu shots

Heidi Chamberlain
20 hours ago  In the state of California – Can MA’s give flu shots without an order in the patient’s ...

Quanna Balsila
18 hours ago  HI Heidi, in our organization, MAs in non-hospital based clinics (e.g. group home, corrections) ...

Heidi Chamberlain
19 hours ago  Thank you. So, are you saying that you have a written policy that states MAs can give flu in ...

Chris Patton
14 hours ago  We use the standing delegated medical orders developed by the Immunization Action Coalition ...

Quanna Balsila
18 hours ago  NO, the MA must enter an order Per Protocol based on a physician approved protocol. The order ...

Nanu Fortgang
16 hours ago  In Connecticut, only RNs may administer a flu vaccine with a standing order. LPNs and MA ...

Heidi Chamberlain
17 hours ago  Thank you Heidi Chamberlain, BSN, RN Nurse Education Manager/Infection Preventionist ...

Quanna Balsila
15 hours ago  Ballistic, Quanna N. would like to recall the message “Per: MA s flu shots” ...

Quanna Balsila
18 hours ago  No, the MA must enter an order Per Protocol based on a physician approved protocol. The order ...

Alessa Meloey
14 hours ago  How may medical assistants legally “administer medications”? The phrase intends to mean the ...

Gaine Glover
14 hours ago  MA scope of practice is based on individual state law...where NJ and other states may not ...

Gaine Glover
14 hours ago  Sorry...it appears that I misread/miscommunicate regarding the NJ stance on this. Alessa states that ...

12. RE: MAs & flu shots

Posting 14 hours ago

Claire Glover

Sorry...it appears that I misread/miscommunicate regarding the NJ stance on this. Alessa states that the MAs work under their Board of Medicine in their state, and can administer under their state laws. Some states do not have state laws for MAs at all, and those states are concerning to me, as the DOHs in those states are not required to monitor them for practice concerns at all. It’s important to know whether your state DOH has regulations for MAs or not.

Reply to Discussion
Participation from a mobile device is similar; however, the menu is found in a different place than while viewing at a desktop.

The main menu will likely be in the upper right hand corner.

You’ll find “Post a Message” under “Participate”

Then, post a message as you normally would by selecting the community from the drop down list, composing your message, and clicking send.

You can reply to a message from your phone. Simply click on “Reply to Group.”